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Abstra t
De ays into neutralinos and harginos are among the most a essible supersymmetri
de ay modes of Higgs parti les in most supersymmetri extensions of the Standard
Model. In the presen e of expli itly CP{violating phases in the soft breaking se tor
of the theory, the ouplings of Higgs bosons to harginos and neutralinos are in general omplex. Based on a spe i ben hmark s enario of CP violation, we analyze
the phenomenologi al impa t of expli it CP violation in the Minimal Supersymmetri
Standard Model on these Higgs boson de ays. The presen e of CP{violating phases
ould be on rmed either dire tly through the measurement of a CP{odd polarization
asymmetry of the produ ed harginos and neutralinos, or through the dependen e of
CP{even quantities (bran hing ratios and masses) on these phases.

The experimental observation of Higgs parti les is ru ial for our understanding of ele troweak symmetry breaking. Thus the sear h for Higgs bosons is one of the main goals
of future olliders su h as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and high energy e+ e linear
olliders (LC). On e a Higgs boson is found, it will be of the utmost importan e to perform
a detailed investigation of its properties so as to establish the Higgs me hanism as the basi
way to generate the masses of the known parti les. To this end, pre ise theoreti al predi tions for the main de ay hannels as well as the produ tion ross se tions are essential.
In the Minimal Supersymmetri Standard Model (MSSM), CP{violating phases of some
dimensionful parameters (most of whi h parameterize the soft breaking of supersymmetry)
ause the CP{even and CP{odd neutral Higgs bosons to mix via loop orre tions [1, 2℄;
the most important ontribution usually omes from the top{stop se tor. The loop{indu ed
CP violation in the MSSM Higgs se tor an by itself be large enough to a e t the Higgs
phenomenology signi antly at present and future olliders [1, 3, 4, 5, 6℄. Moreover, these
CP{phases an also lead to \dire t" CP violation in the ouplings of Higgs bosons to superparti les [6℄. The impa t of su h potentially large CP{violating e e ts on Higgs boson
de ays has re ently been studied in ref.[5℄, where the dominant de ays of the harged and
neutral Higgs bosons, into standard model (SM) parti les and squark pairs, were investigated in the ontext of the MSSM with expli it CP violation. In this note, we extend these
analyses by in luding the potentially signi ant de ays of Higgs parti les into neutralinos
and harginos. These de ays have been studied in detail in the CP{invariant version of the
MSSM in refs.[7, 8℄. We allow for CP violation both through loop e e ts in the Higgs se tor,
using a form of the Higgs mass matrix that is appli able for all ombinations of stop mass
parameters [2℄, and through phases in the hargino and neutralino mass matri es. We nd
that the CP phases an signi antly alter the bran hing ratios for these de ays; moreover,
they an also lead to the appearan e of large CP{odd polarization asymmetries.
As well known [7, 8℄, Higgs boson de ays to neutralinos and harginos,
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ould play a potentially important role. Here k = 1; 2; 3 labels the three neutral Higgs
bosons of the MSSM, while i; j = 1{4 and 1; 2 for neutralinos and harginos, respe tively.
If R parity is onserved and ~01 is the lightest supersymmetri stable parti le (LSP), the
~01~01 nal states are invisible. The other ~~ modes would also be a ompanied by a large
amount of missing energy oming from the ~ 0i and ~i de ay as ades, whi h lead to (at least)
two LSPs per Higgs boson de ay. If kinemati ally allowed, the bran hing ratios for some of
the supersymmetri Higgs boson de ay modes (1) will be large, unless the ratio of va uum
expe tation values (vevs) tan  hh02 i=hh01 i  1; here h2 (h1) is the Higgs doublet oupling
to top (bottom) quarks. If tan is very large, the b and  Yukawa ouplings be ome large,
in whi h ase the modes (1) will be subdominant. We will therefore fo us on a s enario with
moderate tan .
In order to determine the masses of harginos and neutralinos as well as their ouplings
to Higgs parti les, we have to spe ify the higgsino mass parameter  and the U (1) and
SU (2) gaugino mass parameters M1 and M2 . Following the notation of ref.[9℄, we write the
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Diagonalizing this matrix with the help of two unitary matri es UR ; UL , i.e., MC;diag =
UR MC ULy , generates the light and heavy hargino states ~ i (i = 1; 2). Similarly, the neutralino mass matrix
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is diagonalized by the unitary matrix N , MN;diag = N  MN N y, leading to four neutralino
states ~0i (i = 1; 2; 3; 4), ordered with rising mass. In eqs.(2) and (3) we have used s  sin ,
 os , and sW ; W are the sine and osine of the ele troweak mixing angle. In CP{
noninvariant theories, all mass parameters an be omplex. However, one an always nd a
eld basis where the SU (2) mass parameter M2 as well as the vevs are real and positive. The
U (1) mass parameter M1 is then assigned the phase 1 , and the higgsino mass parameter 
has the phase  . We will adopt this onvention in this paper.
The ouplings of Higgs bosons to harginos and neutralinos are determined by the unitary
matri es UL;R and N de ned above, as well as by the orthogonal matrix O relating the weak
eigenstates 'k  fa; 1; 2 g to thepthree neutral Higgs
boson mass eigenstates Hk0 (k =
p
1; 2; 3), H = OT ' [1, 2℄; here i = 2<eh0i and a = 2 (s =mh01 + =mh02). Spe i ally,
the verti es relevant for the de ays of neutral Higgs bosons are given by:
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(4)
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where we have de ned the omplex oeÆ ients G2k = O2k is O1k and G3k = O3k i O1k .
The orresponding ouplings for right{handed harginos and neutralinos are given by
0

0

0

;

XkR;ij = XkL;ji ;

YkR;ij = YkL;ji :

(5)

Similarly, the relevant harged-Higgs{neutralino{ hargino verti es are:
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The ouplings of eqs.(4) and (6) show that all the Higgs parti les ouple to one gaugino and
one higgsino omponent of harginos and neutralinos. This is not surprising, sin e these
2

intera tions result from the supersymmetri Higgs boson{gaugino{higgsino intera tions in
the basi supersymmetri Lagrangian written in terms of urrent eigenstates. In parti ular,
in the limit of vanishing higgsino{gaugino mixing, i.e., jj ! 1 or jM1;2j ! 1, all diagonal
H ~i ~ i ouplings vanish at the tree{level. On the other hand, when jj  jM1j or jj 
jM2j, gaugino{higgsino mixing will be sizable and the H ~i~i ouplings an be signi ant.
Moreover, the total de ay width for Higgs boson de ays into harginos and neutralinos will
remain large even for small higgsino{gaugino mixing, if the Higgs mass in question ex eeds
jM2j + jj and jM1j + jj, so that de ays into one gaugino{like and one higgsino{like state
are allowed.
CP violation in the ouplings of neutral Higgs bosons to CP self{ onjugate nal states
is signaled by the simultaneous existen e of s alar and pseudos alar omponents, whi h
happens if, e.g., neither X R = X L nor X R = X L . Eq.(5) therefore implies that CP will be
violated unless the ouplings X; Y are either purely real or purely imaginary. From eq.(4)
we see that su h a nontrivial phase in the ouplings results if either the mixing matri es
UL ; UR ; N are omplex, due to CP violation in the hargino and neutralino se tor, or if O1k
and O(2;3)k are simultaneously nonzero for some Higgs boson Hk0 . The latter signals \indire t"
CP violation through mixing between s alar and pseudos alar Higgs elds. In the MSSM
this mixing is predominantly indu ed by loops involving top squarks, and is quanti ed by
the dimensionless parameter [2℄
~t =

=m(At) :

m2~t2

m2~t1

(7)

This mixing will be large only if =m(At) is omparable to the squared top{squark masses.y
Finally, the ontributions from the top (s)quark se tor to the CP{even Higgs boson masses
depend on the magnitude of the top squark mixing parameter Xt = mt (At +  = tan )
as well as on the soft{breaking top{squark mass parameters, mQ~ and m~t. So, at the one{
loop level the Higgs boson masses (in parti ular, mH1 ) will depend signi antly on the
rephasing invariant phase   arg(At) only when jAtj and jj= tan are omparable in
size. However, our treatment [2℄ in ludes leading two{loop orre tions by using appropriately
one{loop orre ted top quark masses in the loop orre tions to the Higgs boson masses. The
gluino{stop loop orre tions to mt introdu e some dependen e of the Higgs boson masses
on CP{violating phases even if jAt j  jj. Our al ulation thus in ludes pure Yukawa and
mixed ele troweak gauge{Yukawa orre tions to one loop order exa tly (using the e e tive
potential method), as well as leading (SUSY)QCD two{loop orre tions. However, we do
not in lude purely ele troweak loop orre tions to the Higgs masses [11℄.
Motivated by the above observations and experimental onstraints on the lightest Higgs
boson mass and on the light hargino mass [12℄, we onsider the following ben hmark s enario
 Under ertain ir umstan es, non{negligible diagonal ouplings an result even in the absen e of gaugino{

higgsino mixing on e loop orre tions have been in luded [10℄.
yEq.(7) seems to imply that =m(At) only has to be omparable to the di eren es of the squared stop
masses. However, the mixing between (nearly) degenerate states, while apparently large, has no physi al
e e t.
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of SUSY parametersz:
tan = 5; MA = 0:3 TeV; mQ~ = m~t = 0:5 TeV; jAtj = 1:2 TeV;
jM1j = 50 GeV; M2 = 150 GeV; jM3j = 0:5 TeV; arg(M3) = 0:

jj = 250 GeV;

(8)

Here MA is the RG{invariant one{loop improved pseudos alar mass parameter, whi h sets
the s ale for the masses of the heavy MSSM Higgs bosons. Our hoi e MA = 0:3 TeV implies
that all these Higgs bosons will be a essible
to the se ond stage of future LCs as urrently
p
planned, whi h will rea h ms energy s  0:8 to 1:2 TeV. Sin e in many SUSY models
squark and Higgs boson masses are orrelated, we also took relatively modest values for
the soft breaking
p masses mQ~ ; m~t of SU (2) doublet and singlet stops, respe tively. One then
needs jAtj  6mQ~ (the so{ alled maximal stop mixing s enario) in order to safely satisfy the
experimental lower bound on MH1 ; note that H10 behaves similar to the SM Higgs boson in
our ase. A large jAtj also tends to maximize the CP{violating mixing in the Higgs se tor.
Our hoi e of gaugino and higgsino mass parameters ensures signi ant mixing between
SU (2) gauginos and higgsinos. Furthermore, the gaugino masses are suÆ iently small that
the rst two neutralinos and the lighter harginos are a essible to the de ays of the heavy
Higgs bosons, while H10 an at least de ay into two LSPs; note that the bran hing ratio for
this last de ay an be sizable only if the gaugino mass \uni ation ondition" M1 ' M2 =2
is violated [14℄. On the other hand, Higgs boson de ays into one gaugino{like and one
higgsino{like state, whi h have the potentially largest bran hing ratios of all de ays (1), are
not allowed kinemati ally in our s enario. Moreover, our value of tan is neither very large
nor very small. We therefore onsider our hoi e of parameters to be quite representative of
general MSSM s enarios.
We have not yet xed the values of most CP{violating phases. There are important
onstraints on these phases in the MSSM, from experimental limits on the ele tri dipole
moments (EDM) of the ele tron, neutron and 199Hg [15℄. However, these onstraints an be
avoided if there are an ellations between di erent supersymmetri diagrams and/or between
di erent CP{violating operators. Furthermore, sin e the onstraints apply essentially only
to the rst and possibly se ond generation of matter fermions, they may be more relaxed for
the third{generation oupling At , if we do not impose the assumption of universality between
di erent generations. Large phases of  and M1 are also allowed if rst and se ond generation
sfermions are mu h heavier than sfermions of the third generation. We will therefore onsider
the entire range of ;  and 1 between 0 and  .
Fig. 1 shows the dependen e of the lightest Higgs boson mass, the two light neutralino
masses and the light hargino mass on the phase  for various values of the CP{violating
phases  and 1 . On e gluino{stop loop orre tions to mt are in luded, the neutral Higgs
boson masses depend on both  and  ; indeed, sin e jj ot  jAt j in our s enario, the
phase dependen e of mH1 omes almost entirely from these orre tions. Sin e they ontribute to the Higgs masses only at two loop, the maximal variation of MH1 with respe t to
both  and  is less than 5 GeV,  5% of the Higgs mass itself. We nd that the heavy Higgs
zA phase of the SU (3) gaugino mass parameter M3 ould modify the top{ and bottom{quark Yukawa

ouplings at the one loop level, and ould thus a e t the bran hing ratios of the supersymmetri de ays [13℄.
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Figure 1: The lightest Higgs boson mass, the lightest neutralino mass, the se ond lightest

neutralino mass and the lighter hargino mass as fun tions of the phase  for various values
of   arg(At) and 1 .
boson masses (not shown) also remain almost onstant with their values lose to 300 GeV.
The lightest neutralino mass shows a somewhat stronger dependen e on both 1 and 
as shown in the upper right frame of g. 1. We therefore expe t the bran hing ratio of
the invisible de ay H10 ! ~01 ~ 01 to be more sensitive to  and 1 than to . Moreover,
in spite of the large value of jAtj we found that CP{violating mixing between the heavy
neutral Higgs bosons amounts to at most a few per ent; this is due to the relatively small
value of jj. We therefore simply take  = 0 in the following. The lower frames in g. 1
show that the approximate equality of m~02 and m~1 is maintained even in the presen e of
CP violation. m~1 is manifestly independent of 1 , but the 1 dependen e of m~02 is also
essentially negligible. However, both masses depend quite strongly on  . For our hoi e
of parameters, both ~ 02 and ~1 are dominantly SU (2) gauginos, with signi ant higgsino
admixtures.
Sin e harginos and neutralinos are spin{1/2 parti les, spin orrelations of the ~~ pair
5

in the de ay H ! ~~ may allow us to probe CP violation in supersymmetri Higgs boson
de ays dire tly. The ~ momenta annot be identi ed event by event, due to the presen e of
invisible lightest neutralinos in the nal state. Nevertheless, orrelations may be estimated
by statisti ally studying visible de ay produ ts from the spin{ orrelated ~~ pairs. In luding
spin orrelations in the nal state, we an write the general form of the spin{ orrelated widths
of supersymmetri Higgs boson de ays into neutralino and hargino pairs in the following
ompa t form:
io
h
g 2 MH 1=2 n ij
i ~j
~
(P ; P ) =
C0 (1+ PLi PLj ) + C1ij (PLi + PLj ) + PTi PTj C2ij os ij + C3ij sin ij : (9)
16Sij
k

Here PLi;j and PTi;j are the degrees of longitudinal and transverse polarization of the nal
harginos or neutralinos, ~ i and ~j , respe tively; Sij = 1 unless the nal state onsists of
two identi al (Majorana) neutralinos in whi h ase Sii = 2; and  = (1 2ik 2jk )2 42ik 2jk
with 2ik = m2~ =m2H is the usual two{body phase spa e fun tion. Fig. 2 shows a s hemati
des ription of the polarization on guration. The oeÆ ients Ci (i = 0; 1; 2; 3) in eq.(9) are
given by
i

k

C0ij = (1



2jk ) jQLk;ij j2 + jQRk;ij j2

2ik



C1ij = 1=2 jQLk;ij j2

C2ij = 2(1
ij

C3

=

2

2ik
1=2



jQRkij j ;


jk )<e QLk ij QRk ij
;

2

2

=m



QLk;ij QRk;ij



;

;



4ik jk <e(QLk;ij QRk;ij );




2ik jk jQLk;ij j2 + jQRk;ij j2 ;
(10)

:

Here the general ouplings Q stand for X; Y or Z from eqs.(4){(6) for hargino{ hargino,
neutralino{neutralino or hargino{neutralino pairs, respe tively.

PTj

~j

PLj

ij

PTi

Hk0

PLi

~i

Figure 2: S hemati des ription of the longitudinal and transverse polarization ve tors PLi;j
and PTi;j , respe tively, of the states ~i and ~j . Here, ij is the relative azimuthal angle of PTi
with respe t to PTj .

Note that all terms in eq.(9) that are proportional to PLi;j or PTi;j will vanish after summation over ~ spins. The various bran hing ratios are therefore determined entirely by the
6

C0ij . Eqs.(4){(6) show that the ouplings Q all result from adding two or more terms. This
means that not only <e(QLQR) but also the absolute values jQL j; jQR j are sensitive to the

CP{violating phases. The partial widths also depend on the CP{violating phases through
the masses of the Higgs bosons, harginos and neutralinos.
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Figure 3: The bran hing ratio of the lightest Higgs boson de ay into the lightest neutralino
pair as a fun tion of  for  = 0 (i.e., A =  ), and 1 = 0Æ ; 90Æ ; 180Æ and 270Æ ,
respe tively (left frame) and the sum of the bran hing ratios of the heavy Higgs bosons, H20;3
and H  de ays into all possible hargino and neutralino modes as a fun tion of  (right
frame). In the right frame the solid lines are for 1 = 0 and the dotted lines for 1 = 180Æ .
t

This is illustrated in g. 3. The left frame shows the bran hing ratio of the invisible
de ay H10 ! ~01~01. Su h de ays an be dete ted quite straightforwardly at e+ e olliders
by measuring the missing mass in ZH10 events [16℄. It has re ently been argued that a
measurement of this invisible bran hing ratio of H10 with an a ura y of a few per ent
should also be possible at the LHC, using H10 produ ed in W W and ZZ fusion [17℄. We see
that this de ay rate is very sensitive to 1 and  . This is partly due to the dependen e of
the lightest neutralino mass on the phases, see g. 1; note that the phase spa e for this de ay
is quite small, so that relatively minor variations of the mass translate into large hanges of
the bran hing ratio. Moreover, this de ay is P wave suppressed, i.e., the partial width is
/ 3=2, if CP is onserved, but develops an S wave pie e in the presen e of CP violation; for
example, C011 in eq.(10) vanishes at threshold (1k = 0:5) in the absen e of CP violation. The
bran hing ratio is therefore maximal at non{trivial values of  and/or 1 . It is suppressed
near  + 1 = 180Æ [mod 360Æ ℄, where m~01 is maximal as shown in the upper right frame
of g. 1.
7

The sum of the bran hing ratios for the heavy neutral and harged Higgs boson de ays
into all possible neutralino and hargino modes is shown in the right frame of g. 3. In our
ase the four de ay hannels ~01 ~01; ~01~02; ~02 ~ 02 and ~+1 ~1 are allowed for the neutral Higgs
bosons H20;3 , while the two hannels ~ 1 ~01 and ~1 ~ 02 are allowed for the harged Higgs boson
H . At the LHC the dominant produ tion pro ess for the heavy neutral Higgs bosons is
single produ tion from gluon fusion, in luding produ tion in asso iation with a bb pair. It
has been shown [18℄ that under favorable ir umstan es H20;3 ! ~02~02 de ays an be dete ted
at the LHC in the four lepton nal state. However, this requires a large leptoni bran hing
ratio for ~02 , whi h in turn requires relatively light sleptons. We saw above that s enarios
with light sleptons and CP violation are onstrained severely by the ele tri dipole moment
of the ele tron. Moreover, sin e the Higgs produ tion ross se tions at hadron olliders are
un ertain even in the framework of the MSSM, it is not easy to translate a measurement of
a number of events into a measurement of the orresponding bran hing ratio.
The dominant heavy Higgs produ tion me hanisms at future e+ e olliders [16℄ are
H + H and H20 H30 produ tion.x The best sear h strategy is then probably to look for the deay of one of the heavy Higgs parti les into third generation fermions, while the other one is
required to de ay into ~ states. We are not aware of a dedi ated analysis of su h nal states,
but the presen e of an invariant mass peak for the third generation fermion pair should allow
to extra t this signal relatively leanly. Alternatively one might simply measure the number
of bbbb and bb +  events with double invariant mass peak. Together with theoreti al predi tions for the total H20 H30 produ tion ross se tion, whi h in the MSSM essentially only
depends on MA on e MA2  m2Z , this would allow to determine the heavy Higgs bosons'
bran hing ratios into non{SM parti les. This ould be equated with the bran hing ratios for
Hi0 ! ~~ de ays if dire t sear hes at the same experiment do not nd other light sparti les
into whi h the Higgs bosons might de ay. We therefore expe t the bran hing ratios to be
measurable at future e+ e olliders with rather high a ura y; this should be true at least
for the average of the H20 and H30 bran hing ratios, sin e it might be diÆ ult to distinguish
between these two Higgs bosons on an event{by{event basis. Finally, the heavy neutral
Higgs bosons an also be produ ed singly as s hannel resonan es at future +  olliders
[19℄.
We see that the summed bran hing ratios of the neutral heavy Higgs bosons are always
quite large, varying between 30% and 80% depending on the value of  . Sin e we have set
 = 0, H20 is a pure CP{odd state (often alled A), while H30 is purely CP{even. Fig.1 shows
that the phase spa e for the de ays in question de reases monotoni ally as  in reases from 0
to 180Æ . Nevertheless the H20 ! ~~ bran hing ratio rea hes a minimum for an intermediate
value for  . The reason is that the de ay is now purely S wave in the absen e of CP
violation, whereas nontrivial CP{phases introdu e a sizable P wave omponent, whi h is
strongly phase spa e suppressed in our ase. For example, the H20~+1 ~ 1 oupling is almost
purely s alar, rather than pseudos alar, for  ' 100Æ , near the minimum of B (H20 ! ~~).
The bran hing ratio of H30 de ays shows essentially the opposite behavior, sin e H30 is a
CP{even state; it an de ay into an S wave nal state only in the presen e of CP violation.
x Note that diagonal H 0 H 0 produ tion remains forbidden at e+ e
i
i

violation, due to the Bose symmetry of the nal state.
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olliders even in the presen e of CP

The ~01 ~01 nal state is subdominant in neutral Higgs boson de ays; the larger phase spa e
available for it is over{ ompensated by the small ouplings to this Bino{like neutralino.
The ouplings of H20 to ~+1 ~1 , ~ 01~02 and ~02~02 behave similarly, de reasing in magnitude
with in reasing  ; however, the orresponding ouplings of the CP{even state H30 , while
again similar to ea h other, show the opposite dependen e on  . This an be tra ed
ba k to the di erent
of these two heavy Higgs bosons in terms of urrent
p de omposition
0
0
0
eigenstates: H2 = 2=m(s h1 + h2 ), while for MA2  MZ2 , H30 is approximately given by
p
2<e(s h01
h02 ). In ontrast, H de ays into neutralinos and harginos are dominated by
L;R
the ~1 ~01 nal state, sin e the ouplings Z21
of eqs.(6) are suppressed by large an ellations
between the two terms in the square bra kets. Note that the ratio of left{ and right{handed
H ~ 1 ~ 01 ouplings is proportional to tan . The harged Higgs boson de ays therefore always
have a large S wave omponent, and are thus less sensitive to ~ masses than neutral Higgs
de ays are; the ~ mass dependen e is redu ed even further sin e the phase spa e for the
~1 ~01 mode is anyway quite large. Furthermore, we nd that the absolute value of the
L depends very little on the phases  and  . The phase of this
dominant oupling Z11

1
oupling does vary greatly, but this has little e e t on the absolute value of the oeÆ ient
R j  jZ L j. Note
C0 of eq.(10), whi h determines the orresponding partial width, sin e jZ11
11
0
nally that the bran hing ratio for the ~ 1 ~ 1 mode is signi ant even though H ! bt de ays
are allowed. This indi ates that the bran hing ratios for H20;3 ! ~~ an also be sizable even
if MA > 2mt ; re all that the partial widths for H20;3 ! ~~ de ays will in rease signi antly
if MA > jM2j + jj.
In prin iple the spin{dependent terms in eq.(9) allow more dire t probes of CP violation.
In ase of neutral Higgs boson de ays the C0 and C2 terms are even under a CP transformation while the C1 and C3 terms are odd. Moreover, the C0, C2 and C3 terms are even under a
CPTe transformation, while the C1 term is odd; here Te des ribes \naive" time reversal, whi h
ips the sign of all 3{momenta and spins but does not ex hange the initial and nal state.
Note that a term an only be CPTe odd but CPT even if it depends on some CP{invariant,
absorptive phase. No su h phase exists in our ase (at the tree{level), so we expe t the C1
terms to vanish for neutral Higgs de ays; eqs.(5) show expli itly that this is indeed the ase.
The situation is a bit more ompli ated for the de ays of harged Higgs bosons, sin e here the
initial and nal states are not CP self{ onjugate. However, sin e spin orrelations an only
be measured if both ~ states produ e visible de ay produ ts, while H ! ~ ~0 de ays are
dominated by the ~1 ~01 nal state, we will only dis uss spin orrelations for the \ ompletely
visible" de ays of the heavy neutral Higgs bosons, into either ~ 1 or ~ 02 pairs.
We an onstru t three polarization asymmetries from the spins of the nal ~ states,
ij

Aija = CCaij

[a = 1; 2; 3℄:

(11)

0

We already saw that Aij1 is for ed to vanish, but the other CP{odd asymmetry Aij3 is allowed.
The polarization asymmetry Aij2 is CP{even for neutral Higgs boson de ays, but an yield
additional information about the phases. The statisti al error with whi h an asymmetry
an be measured is proportional to the square root of the number of events in the sample.
The signi an e with whi h an asymmetry an be established experimentally is therefore
9

determined by an e e tive asymmetry, de ned in terms of the oeÆ ients Caij in eq.(10) as

A^ija

=

q

Aija B(H ! ~i~j ):

(12)

For perfe t dete tion eÆ ien y and polarization analyzing power, the number of Higgs bosons
required for dete ting the asymmetry at 1  level is then simply given by A^ 2 . The phase
spa e distribution of ~ de ay produ ts only yields information about the ~ spin if the left{
and right{handed ~ ouplings des ribing this de ay are di erent. This is generally true for
~1 de ays, so we expe t the analyzing power for ~ 1 ~ +1 nal states to be usually fairly large,
in the tens of per ent range at least. On the other hand, the ouplings of ~02 to both neutral
Higgs and neutral gauge bosons give L and R ouplings of equal magnitude. The analyzing
power of ~02 ~ 02 nal states will therefore be very small unless sfermion ex hange ontributions
are signi ant. In s enarios with heavy rst and se ond generation sfermions this might still
be the ase for ~ 02 ! ~ 01bb and ~02 ! ~ 01  + de ays, whi h an also have sizable bran hing
ratios. Obviously, more detailed analyses would be required to make more pre ise statements
about the analyzing power, and to estimate the dete tion eÆ ien ies. Here we simply present
results for the e e tive asymmetries A^, in order to show that the asymmetries might in fa t
be large.
In g. 4 we show the e e tive polarization asymmetries A^2;3 of the \ ompletely visible"
supersymmetri heavy Higgs boson de ays as fun tions of  for the parameter set (8)
with 1 = 0. The left frames are for H20 and the right frames for H30 . We see that both
asymmetries depend strongly on the phase  and their sizes an be signi ant for a large
region of  . Note the strong anti{ orrelations between A^i(H20 ) and A^i (H30 ) for both i = 2
and i = 3, whi h again results from the di erent omposition of these mass eigenstates in
terms of urrent eigenstates. Re all that these two heavy neutral Higgs bosons are almost
degenerate. The mass splitting of 2 to 3 GeV in our ase should be suÆ ient to study H20 and
H30 as separate s hannel resonan es at a muon ollider [4, 19℄. However, it will be diÆ ult
to distinguish de ays of H20 and H30 on an event{by{event basis at e+ e olliders; re all that
there the dominant produ tion pro ess is e+ e ! H20 H30 , i.e., one produ es equal numbers
of H20 and H30 bosons. In g. 5 we therefore also show the average e e tive asymmetries,
de ned as
0
)B (H20 ! ~~) + Ai(H30 )B (H30 ! ~~)
Ai  Ai(H2 q
:
(13)
B (H20 ! ~~) + B (H30 ! ~~)
We see that averaging in this manner does degrade the asymmetries signi antly; nevertheless, the CP{violating e e tive asymmetry might still be of order 20%.
To summarize. We studied Higgs boson de ays into harginos and neutralinos in the
MSSM with expli it CP violation. The bran hing ratios for these de ays are sizable whenever the Higgs boson mass ex eeds the sum of gaugino and higgsino masses or whenever
there is signi ant mixing between gauginos and higgsinos in the light ~ states, provided
tan is not very large. We found that some of these bran hing ratios depend signi antly on
the CP{violating phases. Mu h of this sensitivity omes from the dependen e of neutralino
and hargino masses on these phases; these masses an more easily be measured in the
dire t produ tion and de ay of harginos and neutralinos. However, the Dira stru ture
10
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Figure 4: The polarization asymmetries A^2;3 in the supersymmetri de ays of the heavy
Higgs bosons, H20 (left frames) and H30 (right frames) with respe t to the phase  . The

phases  and 1 are set to 0.

of the relevant oupling (s alar and/or pseudos alar) also plays an important role, and is
dire tly related to CP violation. Moreover, we found that orrelations between the spins
of the ~ states produ ed in the de ays of heavy neutral Higgs bosons an lead to large
asymmetries, one of whi h is nonzero only in the presen e of CP violation. This is true
even in the absen e of CP{violating mixing between the neutral Higgs bosons, and ould
thus signal \dire t" CP violation in Higgs boson de ays. We hope that this result motivates
further detailed investigations, whi h are needed to de ide whether these large polarization
asymmetries are a tually measurable at future olliders.
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